
Reviewer Comment 1 
 
The manuscript presents a modeling analysis of the projected period when global temperatures on average will 
exceed the Paris Agreement thresholds of 1.5 of 2.0°C including and excluding the contribuCon of ArcCc 
amplificaCon using the CMIP6 surface temperature projecCon archive.  Based on the analysis, the authors 
conclude that ArcCc amplificaCon accelerates crossing the Paris Agreement thresholds 5 (for 1.5°C) and 8 
(2.0°C) years with some uncertainty based on the emissions scenario. The authors argue given the important 
contribuCon of accelerated ArcCc warming to the rate of global warming trends, it is important to improve our 
coverage and accuracy of ArcCc observaCons for a beMer forecast of the Cming of crossing the Paris Agreement 
thresholds. 
 
I thought that the analysis was well done, and I found compelling.  However, I am somewhat confused about 
the goal of the study.  I agree what the authors conclude that “the importance of accurate surface temperature 
observaCons in the region (poleward of 66°N).” But not sure that when the global temperature thresholds of 
the Paris Agreement is the best example for making this argument.  The conclusion that the ArcCc has an 
outsize role in the magnitude of global warming is almost a trivial conclusion since it is obvious given that the 
ArcCc is warming quadrupole the rate of the rest of the globe. Similarly, regions that are warming the least or 
even cooling are delaying the period when the Paris Agreement thresholds will be reached.  Also, this analysis 
now has me quesConing what is societally more relevant as a threshold, the full global average temperature or 
a more limited global average that excludes the ArcCc that accelerates achieving and surpassing the Paris 
Agreement thresholds. I wonder if a more relevant use of the analysis is to argue how the accelerated ArcCc 
warming leads to more rapid changes in the ArcCc and even beMer how this leads to more rapid changes across 
the populaCon centers of the Northern Hemisphere. 
 
In summary, I thought that this was a well-executed study and that the results are correct.  What I struggle with 
is the importance of highlighCng that ArcCc amplificaCon will accelerate crossing the Paris Agreement 
temperature thresholds that is an obvious and therefore maybe trivial result and conclusion.  And I wonder 
making a different point with the same analysis that is less obvious might be of more societally relevance.  For 
example, because the ArcCc is warming so much faster than the rest of the globe, maybe the Paris Agreement 
thresholds that are global averages understate the risk and hazard of the accepted temperature thresholds 
because certain regions, best exemplified by the ArcCc, which are warming up to four Cmes the rest of the 
globe are not represented or captured by the global averages.  Or alternaCvely how much warmer are the 
projecCons of the ArcCc region are than the rest of the globe at the 1.5 of 2.0°C global average thresholds. 
 
Otherwise, I have no other addiConal comments below and I recommend that the manuscript be accepted 
pending minor revisions. 
 
Author Response to Reviewer Comment 1 
 
We sincerely thank the reviewer for these posiCve and useful comments. 
 
“I thought that the analysis was well done, and I found compelling. However, I am somewhat confused about 
the goal of the study..” 
 
The reviewer expressed some uncertainty over the goal of the study. A similar point was also raised by RC2. As 
such, we have added a new discussion in the opening paragraph of our revised manuscript addressing this 
point and highlighCng the value we see in quanCfying the impact of ArcCc amplificaCon on the Cming of 
breaches in the Paris goals. While we agree that the direcCon of the impact on Cming is a straigh\orward 
result, since faster warming in the arcCc must cause an earlier breach of temperature limits in our framing, we 
argue that there is value in quanCfying the magnitude of this impact. In part, this is because the tradiConal 
framing of ArcCc amplificaCon in terms of a raCo of warming rates can be difficult to interpret, especially for 
those from a climate policy perspecCve, where the more important quesCon is how ArcCc amplificaCon 
contributes to total global warming. 
 



“I wonder if a more relevant use of the analysis is to argue how the accelerated ArcCc warming leads to more 
rapid changes in the ArcCc and even beMer how this leads to more rapid changes across the populaCon centers 
of the Northern Hemisphere” 
 
The assessment of the local consequences in the ArcCc of it’s rapid warming and links to changes in mid-
laCtude Northern Hemisphere climate, are both important and large research areas. Although not in the scope 
of this piece, we have added addiConal reference to these impacts in our discussion.  
 
“In summary, I thought that this was a well-executed study and that the results are correct.  What I struggle 
with is the importance of highlighCng that ArcCc amplificaCon will accelerate crossing the Paris Agreement 
temperature thresholds that is an obvious and therefore maybe trivial result and conclusion.  And I wonder 
making a different point with the same analysis..” 
 
The reviewer also raises the quesCon of whether addiConal analyses might further highlight the implicaCons of 
our results. Two examples are offered but we feel a third opCon is more amenable to our methods. We have 
added a new component to our results secCon in our revised manuscript assessing how the uncertainty in 
ArcCc warming over coming decades impacts the uncertainty in the Cming of crossing temperature thresholds. 
As expected given the faster warming in the ArcCc, our calculaCons show that the region accounts for a larger 
proporCon of the inter-model variability in the Cming of crossing temperature thresholds than would be 
expected based on its size. Using a parCal correlaCon analysis, we esCmate that around 15% of the uncertainty 
in 1.5°C crossing year across the mulC-model ensemble under SSP2-4.5 can be aMributed to the uncertainty in 
near-term ArcCc warming. 
 
  



Reviewer Comment 2 
 
This is a short and uncomplicated arCcle, so I’ll get straight to the point. Whilst I don’t doubt the calculaCons 
here are correct (and are perhaps of interest to some readers), I’m struggling to see the logic and benefit of the 
proposed new framing. We already know the ArcCc is warming faster than the global average. It is therefore 
inescapable that the Paris targets imply much greater warming in the ArcCc than the 1.5/2C in the global mean. 
But, love them or loathe them, the Paris targets refer to (and only to) the global mean temperature. As soon as 
you start considering averages excluding the ArcCc, it ceases to be a global mean and therefore, has no real 
bearing on the Paris targets. By excluding the ArcCc, you are, in essence, redefining the Paris targets. There are 
limitless ways to reinterpret the Paris targets. Take this to the opposite extreme – suppose we only included 
the ArcCc in the calculaCon (i.e., imagining that the global mean warmed at the rate of the ArcCc, rather than 
the ArcCc warmed at the rate of the global mean) – then the Paris targets would likely have been passed 
already, decades “earlier” than otherwise. But the Paris targets are not referenced to ArcCc warming, nor the 
global average excluding the ArcCc – they only carry meaning in the context of globally averaged warming. 
 
ArcCc amplificaCon is an inherent aspect of climate change. Another indisputable feature is that land warms 
faster than ocean. So, in a similar vein, the Paris targets will be meet “sooner” because of amplified warming 
over land. You could also argue that any places warming less than the global-mean – much of the ocean and 
parCcularly the subpolar North AtlanCc – are “delaying” passing the Paris targets. But, I don’t think any of these 
statements make much sense in the context of the Paris targets, which are referenced to global mean 
temperature. 
 
Although the raConale for the new framing is not well arCculated, it appears one moCvaCon is to call for beMer 
monitoring and modelling of the ArcCc. Whilst I support this goal, it’s not at clear to me that the (arguably 
small) difference in the Cming of reaching 1.5/2 aMributed to AA provides the best jusCficaCon for this. Perhaps 
a clearer way to demonstrate the potenCal benefits of improved ArcCc modelling is to show that uncertainty in 
AA is related to that in the Cming of breaching the Paris goals.  You could aMempt to put some numbers on this. 
Rather than compare cases with and without ArcCc amplificaCon, you could compare how the upper and lower 
bounds of modelled AA translate into differences in the projected Cming of breaching the Paris targets. That 
said, I don’t expect the numbers to be especially big. UlCmately, I think there are many reasons to want to 
reduce uncertainCes in AA (to improve projecCons of ArcCc impacts, global sea level rise, possible effects on 
midlaCtude weather, and so on), but constraining projecCons of global mean temperature is not the most 
obvious. 
 
I think by this stage it’s probably clear that the proposed framing doesn’t really ‘work’ for me. However, I (a 
physical climate scienCst) may not be the target audience. I do think there is potenCal value in different 
framings as communicaCon tools and possibly, there are people who would find this framing useful. Therefore, 
I don’t strongly object to this manuscript being published , but have 4 recommendaCons for the authors to 
consider. 

• I would like to see the perceived problem beMer arCculated: Why is this new framing needed? Who is 
it aimed at? For full disclosure, I have seen some of the authors discussing the submission on social 
media. It appears there is a backstory to this work: a perceived need to communicate the importance 
of ArcCc warming to policy makers. I think it would be useful to provide some of this context in the 
manuscript (although I quesCon if this is the best outlet for this "idea", if it is mainly aimed at non-
academics). 

• The phrasing “X years earlier” could be misleading – it’s only “earlier” than an imaginary world that 
doesn’t exist; it’s not “earlier” than any meaningful predicCon or projecCon. I think this point needs to 
be made explicitly. 

• Relatedly, be explicit that the Paris targets refer to (and only to) global mean temperature, and 
although it may of some interest to consider how excluding the ArcCc shiks the projected Cme of 
reaching the Paris targets, this is taking the Paris targets out of context. 

• Consider reframing the piece (or at least adding some calculaCons) on the effect of model uncertainty 
in AA to the projected Cming of breaching the Paris targets, as a way to beMer connect to the call for 
beMer modelling of the ArcCc. 

 
 



Author response to Reviewer Comment 2 
 
We thank the reviewer for these detailed and though\ul comments which have been helpful in improving our 
manuscript. 
 
The reviewer makes 4 specific recommendaCons which we now reply to in turn, aker which we then respond 
to several other comments made in the made body of the review. 
 
(1) 'I would like to see the perceived problem beMer arCculated..' 
 
We have reworked our opening paragraph in the revised manuscript to highlight the value we see in 
quanCfying the impact of ArcCc amplificaCon on the Cming of breaches in the Paris goals. This text will also 
explain that we aim to produce a useful staCsCc for those interested in ArcCc change from a broad range of 
backgrounds, including those in the climate policy community, for whom the tradiConal framing of ArcCc 
amplificaCon in terms of a raCo of warming rates can be difficult to interpret. We argue that framing ArcCc 
amplificaCon in terms of its contribuCon to global warming, and the Cming of Paris breaches, provides a more 
intuiCve and therefore impac\ul quanCficaCon of the phenomenon.   
 
(2) 'The phrasing “X years earlier” could be misleading..' 
 
We agree that the “years earlier” phrasing had the potenCal to be misleading. As such, we have edited this 
throughout the paper for our revised version, and in Figure 1, so that we will now refer to the real world (with 
ArcCc amplificaCon) as our base case and then refer to the number of years ‘later’ when crossing occurs under 
the hypotheCcal case without ArcCc amplificaCon. 
 
For example, our abstract previously read: “Here we reframe this amplified ArcCc warming in terms of global 
climate ambiCon to show that it causes a breach of the Paris Agreement’s 1.5 °C and 2 °C limits 5 and 8 years 
earlier, respecCvely.” 
 
It will now read: “Here we reframe this amplified ArcCc warming in terms of global climate ambiCon to show 
that without ArcCc amplificaCon, the world would breach the Paris Agreement’s 1.5°C and 2°C limits 5 and 8 
years later, respecCvely.” 
 
(3) 'Relatedly, be explicit that the Paris targets refer to (and only to) global mean temperature..' 
 
This is an important point. We now add an explicit note to this effect at the end of our introducCon: 
 
“We also note that our analysis does not imply any change from current esCmates in the expected Cming of 
breaching Paris limits, which refer explicitly and only to global mean temperature (UNFCCC. Conference of the 
ParCes (COP), 2015).” 
 
(4) 'Consider reframing the piece (or at least adding some calculaCons) on the effect of model uncertainty in AA 
to the projected Cming of breaching the Paris targets, as a way to beMer connect to the call for beMer 
modelling of the ArcCc.' 
 
This is a useful suggesCon, and we have performed the suggested extra analysis and added it to our results 
secCon as the new penulCmate paragraph. As expected given the faster warming in the ArcCc, our calculaCons 
show that the region accounts for a larger proporCon of the inter-model variability in the Cming of crossing 
temperature thresholds than would be expected based on its size. Using a parCal correlaCon analysis to control 
for the fact that ArcCc warming is strongly correlated to warming outside of the ArcCc (across the mulC-model 
ensemble), we esCmate that around 15% of the uncertainty in 1.5°C crossing year across the mulC-model 
ensemble under SSP2-4.5 can be aMributed to the inter-model variaCon in near-term ArcCc warming. 
 
Responses to other comments: 
 



'As soon as you start considering averages excluding the ArcCc, it ceases to be a global mean and therefore, has 
no real bearing on the Paris targets. By excluding the ArcCc, you are, in essence, redefining the Paris targets.' 
 
Our analysis does exclude the ArcCc, but only so as to model what the global warming would be in a world 
where the ArcCc warms at the global mean rate. As such, our interpretaCon is that we are always comparing 
global mean warming in our analysis, it’s just that the method to esCmate the ‘global mean warming’ in our 
hypotheCcal (and unphysical) world without ArcCc amplificaCon uses an average excluding the ArcCc. 
 
  
‘Although the raConale for the new framing is not well arCculated, it appears one moCvaCon is to call for beMer 
monitoring and modelling of the ArcCc. Whilst I support this goal, it’s not at clear to me that the (arguably 
small) difference in the Cming of reaching 1.5/2 aMributed to AA provides the best jusCficaCon for this.’ 
 
This is a fair point, and one which we have taken into account in reworking our final paragraph. Our revised 
discussion (the final paragraph) is shorter, and more strongly caveats the importance of our findings for 
moCvaCng ArcCc science. 
 
'Perhaps a clearer way to demonstrate the potenCal benefits of improved ArcCc modelling is to show that 
uncertainty in AA is related to that in the Cming of breaching the Paris goals.  You could aMempt to put some 
numbers on this. Rather than compare cases with and without ArcCc amplificaCon, you could compare how the 
upper and lower bounds of modelled AA translate into differences in the projected Cming of breaching the 
Paris targets.' 
 
The suggested uncertainty analysis is included in our revised manuscript. In addiCon to the analysis discussed 
above, to answer the quesCon posed here we use a mulCple linear regression model for crossing year of the 
1.5°C threshold under SSP2-4.5 predicted by the (1) near-term ArcCc warming rate and (2) near-term warming 
rate outside the ArcCc. Such a model suggests that controlling for warming outside the ArcCc, the difference in 
ArcCc warming rate between the 10th and 90th percenCle models causes a 3 year difference in crossing year 
for the 1.5°C threshold.  
  



Community Comment 1 
 
I engaged with the authors of this preprint over TwiMer 
(hMps://twiMer.com/RobbieMalleM/status/1656290828094959616) and promised to follow-up with an actual 
comment, so here we are!  
 
First I want to just state that overall I'm a big fan of approaches like this - a quick, and somewhat provacCve, 
idea of how to reframe an important quesCon with a clear figure and nice introducCon/descripCon to back it 
up all in an open peer review. SomeCmes we don't need 10 figures and a lengthy manuscript that only a few 
moCvated people will actually read. So in general my comments below are not an aMempt to prevent 
publicaCon, just to tlak through the ideas presented and hopefuly help improve them. 
 
I iniCally read the paper and had doubts about the methodology (expressed to the authors on TwiMer!), but 
aker a bit of head scratching it does now make sense to me that this really is simply turning off/on the 
increased temps of the ArcCc and assessing what that does to projecCons of GMST in terms of 1.5C and 2C 
breaches which I think can acurately be described as the impact of AA in its bluntest formulaCon! 
 
As you say in the paper, the counter-factual isn't really a world without the feedback mechanisms that drive 
AA, it's just a weird world where for some reason the ArcCc warms at exactly the same rate as the rest of the 
globe. That's all fine in my head now but I share the feelings of the other reviewers that this result isn't really 
all that remarkable and I'm finding it a liMle tough to understand how best to interpret the 'delayed years' 
concept in light of the very unnatural counterfactual. I think as the reviewers have alluded to, the Paris targets 
are really focussed around policy responses to prevent certain GMST targets being reached, so the framing 
around Paris in this paper almost makes it sound like AA is something we could potenCally turn off or on, which 
obviosuly we can't. I think the papers closest to this are the ones that try and isolate the role of say sea ice 
changes in driving AA/GMST changes, but I dont think i've seen those expressed in terms of delayed years for 
temp breaches, but the moCovaCon behind this study is a bit different perhaps. 
 
I'm also doub\ul of the idea that the analysis shown here presents a compelling case to study the ArcCc more 
beyond what we already knew about the fact it's warming much more than other parts of the world (a concept 
us polar scienCsts regularly use in proposals already!). I think, as another reviewer pointed out too, that beMer 
highlighCng how the uncertainity in AA contributes to the Cming of breaches would be much beMer for this. 
You touch on this but it's not that clear, so perhaps a clearer demonstraCon would be assessing how the AA 
factor changes over Cme, and the degree to which fixing the current AA factor in future runs would change the 
expected Cming of breaches. Then the quesCon becomes - how does a low or high end AA scenario impact 
Paris breaches? If that spread is meaningful then i think you could say 'look, we need to study the ArcCc more 
to know what type of AA we are in for and how this might impact Paris breach Cmings!'. I hope that makes 
sense..? 
 
A final liMle comment, most papers I've seen studying AA use temperatures in the tropics (-30 to 30) as the 
baseline. I see why you didn't do that but I think it might be worth a comment? 
 
Thanks again! 
 
Alek PeMy 
 
 
Author Response to Community Comment 1 
 
Thank you for taking the Cme to post these insigh\ul and construcCve comments, which have been very useful 
in improving our work. We respond to indivdual apsects of the comment in turn below: 
 
'As you say in the paper, the counter-factual isn't really a world without the feedback mechanisms that drive 
AA, it's just a weird world where for some reason the ArcCc warms at exactly the same rate as the rest of the 
globe. That's all fine in my head now but I share the feelings of the other reviewers that this result isn't really 



all that remarkable and I'm finding it a liMle tough to understand how best to interpret the 'delayed years' 
concept in light of the very unnatural counterfactual.'  
 
While we agree that the sign of the effect we present is unsurprising, we think that it would be useful for the 
community both within polar science and more broadly to have a peer-reviewed esCmate of it’s magnitude. 
Part of the moCvaCon for conducCng this analysis was that the tradiConal framing of ArcCc amplificaCon in 
terms of a raCo of warming rates can have liMle cut-through with those used to thinking about the climate 
problem in terms of global mean temperature change and targets. Our framing aims to provide a more readily 
interpretable quanCficaCon of the phenomenon. We spell out this moCvaCon more clearly in our updated 
introducCon.   
 
'I think as the reviewers have alluded to, the Paris targets are really focussed around policy responses to 
prevent certain GMST targets being reached, so the framing around Paris in this paper almost makes it sound 
like AA is something we could potenCally turn off or on, which obviosuly we can't. I think the papers closest to 
this are the ones that try and isolate the role of say sea ice changes in driving AA/GMST changes, but I dont 
think i've seen those expressed in terms of delayed years for temp breaches, but the moCovaCon behind this 
study is a bit different perhaps.' 
 
Our moCvaCon in linking AA to the Paris targets was simply to find a quanCficaCon for the size of AA with 
which readers will be most familiar. We agree though, that it is important to be absolutley clear that our results 
do not have any impact on when we expect to cross thresholds, since as you say, we can't control AA. We have 
added a sentence highlighCng this at the end of our introducCon (see response to RC2).  
 
'I'm also doub\ul of the idea that the analysis shown here presents a compelling case to study the ArcCc more 
beyond what we already knew about the fact it's warming much more than other parts of the world (a concept 
us polar scienCsts regularly use in proposals already!).' 
 
This is a fair point and we have made several changes to our discussion to beMer put in context the implicaCons 
of our findings for moCvaCve ArcCc science. Our revised discussion (the final paragraph) is shorter, and more 
strongly caveats the importance of our findings for moCvaCng ArcCc science. 
 
'perhaps a clearer demonstraCon would be assessing how the AA factor changes over Cme, and the degree to 
which fixing the current AA factor in future runs would change the expected Cming of breaches. Then the 
quesCon becomes - how does a low or high end AA scenario impact Paris breaches? If that spread is 
meaningful then i think you could say 'look, we need to study the ArcCc more to know what type of AA we are 
in for and how this might impact Paris breach Cmings!' ' 
 
The suggesCon to focus more on how uncertainty in ArcCc warming influences uncertainty in crossing of 
temperature thresholds was also made by RC2, and we agree makes a good addiCon. As such, we have 
conducted analysis on this point which we have added to our revised results secCon, as the penulCmate 
paragraph. As expected given the faster warming in the ArcCc, our calculaCons show that the region accounts 
for a larger proporCon of the inter-model variability in the Cming of crossing temperature thresholds than 
would be expected based on its size. We esCmate that around 15% of the uncertainty in 1.5°C crossing year 
across the mulC-model ensemble under SSP2-4.5 can be aMributed to the uncertainty in near-term ArcCc 
warming. We also assess the specific quesCon posed, of how different near-term rates of ArcCc warming 
influence the crossing year using mulCple linear regression model for crossing year of the 1.5°C threshold. This 
model suggests that controlling for warming outside the ArcCc, the difference in ArcCc warming rate between 
the 10th and 90th percenCle models causes a 3 year difference in 1.5°C crossing year. This is larger than 
difference in crossing years between our low and high emissions scenarios. The reason to construct this 
analysis in terms of ArcCc warming rate, rather than the ArcCc amplificaCon (AA), is that decreased warming 
outside the arcCc increases the warming raCo and thus the value of AA. As a result, the AA variable itself 
doesn’t allow for separaCng the influence of local ArcCc warming versus (correlated) warming outside the 
ArcCc on crossing year in the mulC-model ensemble. 
 
  
 



'A final liMle comment, most papers I've seen studying AA use temperatures in the tropics (-30 to 30) as the 
baseline. I see why you didn't do that but I think it might be worth a comment?' 
 
Thanks for this point. We have added a note (line 25) that: “Our definiCon of ArcCc amplificaCon differs from 
some analyses (e.g. Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014) which use the tropics as the baseline region, rather than the 
world outside the ArcCc. 
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